Successful Endoscopic Laser De-roofing of Simple Prostatic Cyst Causing Bladder Outlet Obstruction-A Case Study
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Abstract

The cysts of prostate are common but the information regarding classification, diagnosis, and treatment of prostate cysts are rare in literature. We present the case report of a patient presented with severe lower urinary tract symptoms since 1 year. He was investigated using ultrasound scan to find that he has a simple prostatic cyst close to the bladder neck. The uroflowmetry and post void scan showed indirect evidence of bladder outlet obstruction. He had a cystoscopy and was treated with de-roofing of the prostatic cyst using 980 nm diode laser. He had tremendous symptomatic improvement and good recovery without catheterization. The ejaculatory functions were also preserved after the treatment. We also discuss about the available recent classification of cysts of prostate gland.
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Case Report

A 43 years old gentleman presented to our clinic with complaints of lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS). The symptoms were straining to pass urine, dysuria, frequency, urgency discomfort in inguinal and abdominal region. Decrease in flow was severe that he strained to maintain a flow and had frequency every one hour. All his symptoms were present since 1 year but severe since 3 months. He is a known diabetic on regular oral hypoglycemic agents since 10 years. DRE was done in the clinic and was normal with normal prostate size and no tenderness. Urine analysis and culture came out to be normal. Serum total PSA test was 0.5 ng/ml. International Prostate Symptoms Score (IPSS) at presentation was 28 and Quality of Life score (QOL) was 6 at presentation.

Ultra Sound Scan KUB showed both kidneys are of average size, shape with regular outline, no evidence of masses, back pressure or cystic changes. Good cortico-medullary differentiation and adequate parenchymal thickness. No evidence of free or loculated intraperitoneal or pelvic fluid collections. The maximum capacity of the urinary bladder was 500 ml with no masses or calculi. Post void residual urine was significant at 240 ml. Prostate was of average size (2.87×3.09×3.26-15.138 cc) (Figure 1) but with an anechoic oval lesion with thin and smooth walls near the midline very close to the bladder neck probably a prostate cyst. The size of the prostate cyst was 1.06×1.14×1.59 (Figures 2 and 3).

Uroflowmetry showed a max flow of 5.7 ml/sec and a mean flow of 2.7 ml/sec for a voided volume of 230 ml. (Figure 4). The impression was a bladder outlet obstruction due to a Prostate cyst or a bladder neck hyper trophy.

Management

After the initial visit he was prescribed an alpha blocker, Tamsulosin 0.4 mg once daily for 4 weeks but his symptoms were not showing improvement. He opted to have cystoscopy and necessary treatment than waiting further on medication. There are some case studies available about transurethral treatment of prostate cysts. We had a discussion about the facilities available at our institution. He opted to go for cystoscopy and laser de-roofing of the cyst if required and opted not to have foley catheter after the procedure.

Under general anesthesia cystoscopy was done using 23 F laser cystoscope. One shot of cefotizoxime 1 gm was given with induction. During the urethrocystoscopy we identified a hemispherical mass arising from the prostate surface obstructing the entire bladder neck region. The bladder neck was looking like a crescent valve (Figures 5-7). The center of the prostate lesion was initially incised using a 980 nm diode laser with 600 micron side firing fiber. The cyst ruptured after incision and a cloudy fluid was expelled out through the opening. The bladder wash was sent for culture. The walls were vaporized to de-roof the cyst (Figure 7). The appearance of bladder neck and prostate came back to normal after de-roofing (Figure 8). No bleeding was noticed and no catheter was put in. Patient voided spontaneously after recovery from anesthesia.
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He was discharged on the same day. Post operatively his symptoms disappeared and flow has come back to normal. The bladder wash culture came out to be normal with no growth. At 4 weeks post-operative period the uroflowmetry was repeated to show maximum flow of 26.7 ml/sec and a mean flow of 14.4 ml/sec for a voided volume of 495 ml (Figure 9). The QOL and IPSS score also came back to normal after 4 weeks post operatively. The repeat IPSS was 2 and QOL score was 1. No side effects were noticed except the mild dysuria for 1 week time. Because of the tremendous improvement in symptoms he declared the dysuria as not bothersome. He was allowed to have sexual activity after 2 weeks and he acknowledged having normal ejaculatory function without pain or discomfort.

Discussion

Cystic lesions of prostate

The regular use of ultrasound scan for evaluating Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms has shown up different cystic lesions of prostate gland. There are many classifications available in the literature about cystic lesions in and around prostate gland. A complete classification of prostatic cyst described by Galosi et al. shows six distinct types based on TRUS and pathological features (Table 1) [1]. According to them the best modality to identify the details of prostatic cysts is transrectal sonographic examination. It was reported an approximately 1% incidence of congenital prostatic cysts at autopsy [2]. The incidence of prostate cyst reported in apparently healthy men is around 7.6% [3]. The incidence of prostatic cysts showed a bimodal distribution across age groups. The incidence in the youngest age group of 35–40 years was 10.1%, and the incidence in the oldest age group of 61–65 years was 11.6% [4]. The same study found a statistically significant increasing trend in the incidence of cysts with increasing prostatic weights. In approximately 5% of patients presented with lower urinary tract symptom the cause was attributed to prostate cysts [4].

The midline cysts: The midline prostatic cysts are located in the midline and arise from the region of the verumontanum and between the seminal vesicles, usually extend cephalad to the prostate gland. The midline prostate cysts include cysts of prostatic utricle, cystic dilatation of the prostatic utricle and enlarged prostatic utricle [1]. The histological feature of cysts of prostatic utricle is that the outlet to the urethra is...
absent while in the cystic dilatation of prostatic utricle the outlet to the urethra is present [5]. Clinical features overlap and include pelvic mass, obstructive and irritative urinary tract symptoms, hematuria, and suprapubic or rectal pain. Sincystic utricle communicate with the urethra and hence urine may pool and cause post void dribbling [6,7]. The enlarged prostatic utricle is usually identified in young patients with associated congenital anomalies like hypospadias or virilization defects. Histologically it is tubular structure communicating with the urethra [8].

The cysts of ejaculatory duct: Ejaculatory duct cysts are rare. They are due to obstruction of the ejaculatory duct that may be congenital or acquired [9]. On imaging by TRUS, these lesions appear to be cystic structures unilateral or bilateral along the ejaculatory duct just in midline or lateral to the midline in the central zone of the prostate. On aspiration they contain fructose or spermatozoa. Ejaculatory duct cysts commonly contain calculi. Sometimes they may contain pus or hemorrhage. The symptoms usually present are hematospermia or dysuria.

The cysts of parenchyma: The simple cysts of retention cyst are acquired cysts due to obstruction of the glandular ducts, causing retention of prostatic secretions and dilatation of the acini [10]. They usually appear as smooth-walled, unicellular simple cysts and rarely become symptomatic. They occur in any glandular zone of the prostate and TRUS features are anechoic content usually less than 8 mm with thin and smooth wall or hairline septa [11]. The anatomical locations are lateral subcapsular, periurethral or in the bladder neck. The symptoms usually arise when the cyst size goes more than 3 cm but can occur with smaller cyst if the location is near the bladder neck.

The other group under this category is multiple cysts which are subdivided into ductal ectasia or microcysts, small cystic nodule and large multicystic nodule. The ductal ectasia can be related to the retention of secretions or due to simple atrophy. In TRUS duct ectasia appears as homogenous texture of the tissue with small anechoic lacunar spaces [10,12]. The small cystic nodules are a bunch of packed small cysts which may be related to simple atrophy or cystic degeneration of benign prostatic hypertrophy. Large multicystic nodules are composed of numerous simple cysts of different shapes and sizes packed together and which bulge the prostate capsule or the urethra. They are usually seen in transitional zone or in the peripheral zone [13].

Complicated cysts: Diabetic patients are at risk of getting prostatic abscess from acute bacterial infection, most often with Escherichia coli. The classical clinical signs and symptoms include fever, chills, dysuria, urinary frequency and urgency, hematuria, and pain. The suspicion of a prostate abscess is raised when along with clinical symptoms and elevated PSA, a cystic lesion with thickened walls, septations, or heterogeneous contents is seen in TRUS scan. Occasionally there can be granulomatous prostatitis with hypoechoic lesion in patients who had BCG therapy for TCC of urinary bladder. Some times isoechoic lesions with decreased blood flow are seen in TRUS after prostate biopsy. These are hemorrhagic cysts [14].
Cystic tumor: Cystic changes can be noticed in both benign and malignant prostate neoplasms. Cystadenoma is a rare benign tumor that can grow to a large size. TRUS features are multi-locular mass in the prostate with solid, anechoic content with thick and irregular walls or hairline septa.

Prostatic cystadenocarcinoma can be seen in TRUS as multiseptate cystic mass with thickened irregular walls. It may show features of infiltration of the capsular limit [15]. Rarely, high grade ducal prostate cancer, leiomyoma or liposarcoma in the prostate may have cystic elements. An MRI is indicated for local staging and if there is heterogeneity of signal intensity of the cystic components and the presence of soft-tissue elements in the lesion, we suspect a neoplastic cause [16].

Cyst secondary to other diseases: Parasitic cystic lesion from echinococcus and bilharziasis are rare in western countries but are recorded in endemic regions [17].

Treatment

The literature about treatment of prostate cyst is rare. Transperineal ultrasound guided or CT guided or MRI guided aspiration as a diagnostic and therapeutic modality has been described in the literature [6,18]. Some case studies of Trans-urethral resection of the retention cyst are also available [18]. We couldn’t identify any literature about the laser treatment of prostate cysts.
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Conclusion

Midline prostate cyst can be a reason for bladder outlet obstruction. The patient will have tremendous improvement in symptoms with trans-urethral de-roofing of the cyst wall. The laser application made it even easy and catheter less day case procedure. The improvement in quality of life and preservation of ejaculatory function is probably the benefit of laser vaporization. We need further studies to compare the benefit of other transurethral methods of de-roofing the cyst wall and laser de-roofing. But because of the rarity of symptomatic prostate cysts, this will be difficult. The other aspects of prostate cysts like infertility and impact of treatment also needs to be addressed in further studies.
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